Simple, Accurate Inventory Counting

Kirby Lester KL1 Counter
Consider how you manage your prescription-filling and your physical inventory counts, especially narcotics. Hand-counting with a tray-and-spatula or half bottle/full bottle estimations put your inventory integrity at risk. Also, hand-counting is laborious and frequently avoided.

Capsa Healthcare provides the best-selling Kirby Lester KL1 counting device. By automating the counting process with this simple device, your staff can effortlessly perform counts more frequently. As a result, your facility will benefit immediately from tighter inventory control, cost savings, and diversion deterrence.

Kirby Lester KL1 Benefits
• KL1 is trusted worldwide in retail pharmacies for its accuracy and speed
• Manual counting is 95% accurate at best
• 14.3 seconds faster (average) than hand-counting for a 90-count
• Counting speed up to 15/second
• Simple: no IT or computer networking, just plug-in and count
• Durable: with regular simple cleaning the KL1 will perform flawlessly for years

Simple Inventory Counting: KL1
14.6”(h) 12.5”(d) 5.6”(w)
Weight 6.9 lb
Count almost any tablet or capsule accurately & quickly.
Eliminate inaccurate, inefficient manual counting.

Superior to Manual Inventory Counting Methods

Common Challenges
Q: Are C-II tablets/capsules hand-counted?
Q: Do you have time to conduct regular, frequent inventory counts?
Q: Is drug theft suspected, but hard to pin down?
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Capsa Mobile Computing
Capsa Healthcare provides an extensive portfolio of mobile computer carts and point-of-care wall mounts to optimize your patient IT program.

Capsa’s mobile computing carts are simple, lightweight, and compact for crowded care settings, and accommodate laptops, tablets or all-in-one computers. Choose non-powered or powered, and a large number of convenient accessories.

Capsa’s wall-mount computing solutions are slim profile and drive away neatly when not in use. Their flexible range of motion supports fast patient care.

Contact Capsa Healthcare for inventory management opportunities

C-II & High-Cost Medication
Veterinary Inventory Solutions

SlimCart™
Documentation Cart
Kidney Cart
Documentation Cart
AX Series Wall Arm

SlimCart™
Documentation Cart
Kiddney Cart
Documentation Cart
AX Series Wall Arm

Secure Automated Dispensing
Accurate Inventory Counting
Supplies Management
Mobile Computing Solutions

www.capsahealthcare.com/veterinary
Adaptable, Scalable NexsysADC™

Common Challenges
- Are all other automated cabinets too costly?
- Is drug diversion or a DEA audit a concern?
- Do you need to safely store large stock bottles?
- Is storage, access, and tracking an issue?

NexsysADC™ meets the highest standards for cyber security and HIPAA compliance (ISO 27001:2013 Certified)

• Ideal for busy veterinary clinics where tight medication control is required, but small space, budget or formulary are also a consideration. NexsysADC 4T is counter-mounted with the full security and tracking of alternative automated cabinets (ADCs) – yet at a fraction of the price. NexsysADC 4T is the simplest system to manage medication storage of controlled and high-value medication -- individual doses or bulk items.

• At all times, you know inventory levels, who is accessing the cabinet and what is dispensed for a specific patient or procedure. Your clinic will have secure medications, deter drug diversion, gain a fast return on investment, and stay ahead of DEA audit concerns.

• Clean, bright software design and intuitive user interface.

Unique Controlled Access Modules (CAMs) protect controlled and high-value medications. Each 3” CAM holds set to 25 smaller SKUs, and deep 6” and 10” CAMs. Drawers hold up to 12 larger items SKUs, Each cell features individual locking lids, pick-to-light, and tamper evidence.

4T Specifications
• Cabinet size 23.5” (w) 20.4” (d) 17.7” (h)
• Access Modules (CAMs): Controlled and high-value medications are safely guarded in a CAM. Available in 3”, 6” for single doses, and deep 6” and 10” drawn for bulk items.
• Open Cell Medication Bins: Routine meds and non-controlled doses are efficiently managed in available open matrix bins.
• Controlled Access Modules (CAMs): Available in 3”, 6”, or 9” drawers for high-value supplies (for bulk items).
• Also available: 10-tier main cabinet for maximum storage capacity in very large veterinary hospitals.

Adaptable, Scalable NexsysADC™ Configurations

Complete each cabinet’s 4 tiers with a combination of:
• CAMs for controlled & high-value meds
• Dividable-open-cell medication bins for routine meds
• 3”, 6”, or 9” drawn for high-value supplies

Automated Narcotics Storage, Access, & Tracking

Efficient Storage For Specific Procedures & Expensive Supplies

Common Challenges
- Are you using a medical-grade cart for emergency response?
- Are supplies for specific procedures (IV, anesthesia, surgery) organized in designated mobile workstations?
- What year were your existing medical carts purchased? More than 5?

Avalo® Medical Carts
High-level care depends on easy access to the right instruments and supplies when needed. Capsa Healthcare puts everything at your fingertips with a complete line of configurable medical carts. Organize and mobilize all supplies with no compromise to security options, durability, and construction.

Avalo® Emergency Cart
Avalo® Anesthesia Cart
Avalo® Treatment Cart

Medical Carts Benefits
- Avalo emergency/crash carts for fast code response. Unique breakaway locking handle with multiple accessories.
- Avalo anesthesia carts include flexible drawer divider systems, removable drawer trays, and a choice of locking systems.
- Avalo treatment carts are versatile, maneuverable, and flexible for any procedure.
- Multiple heights & drawer configurations

Accessories & Options
- Sharps Container
- Oxygen Tank Holder
- I.V. Pole
- Slide-Out Shelf
- Defibrillator Shelf
- Sharps Container
- Oxygen Tank Holder
- I.V. Pole
- Slide-Out Shelf
- Defibrillator Shelf

Contact Capsa about additional Accessories & Options
Adaptable, Scalable NexsysADC™

Safeguard syringes, vials, dermal fillers, ampules, oral doses.

Common Challenges

Q: How are controlled meds stored? In a locked closet?

Q: Are all other automated cabinets too costly?

Q: Do you need to safely store large stock bottles?

Q: Is drug diversion or a DEA audit a concern?

Q: How are controlled meds stored? In a locked closet?

NexsysADC™ meets the highest standards for cyber security and HIPAA compliance (ISO 27001:2013 Certified)

4T Specifications

- Cabinet size 23.5”(w) 20.4”(d) 17.7”(h)
- Capacity up to 150 SKUs (highly configurable)
- Also available: 10-tier main cabinet for maximum storage capacity in very large veterinary hospitals

Adaptable, Scalable NexsysADC™ Configurations

Complete each cabinet’s 4 tiers with a combination of:
- CAMs for controlled & high-value meds
- Divisible-open-cell medication bins for routine meds
- 3”, 6”, or 9” drawers for high-value supplies

Controlled Access Modules (CAMs)

- Controlled and high-value medications are safeguarded in CAM. Available in 3” for single doses, and deep 6” and 10” drawers (for bulk items).

Open Cell Medication Bins

Routine meds are efficiently managed in available open matrix bins.

Unique Controlled Access Modules (CAMs) protect controlled and high-value medications. Each 3” CAM holds set to 25 smaller SKUs, and deep 6” and 10” CAMs. Drawers hold up to 12 larger items; SKUs. Each cell features individual locking lids, pick-to-light, and tamper-evidence.

Clean, bright software design and intuitive user interface.

With guided-access technology, NexsysADC™ helps clinicians get the exact dose needed, automatically log the transaction and update the inventory, and proceed with what they are best at: patient care.

NexsysADC™ meets the highest standards for cyber security and HIPAA compliance (ISO 27001:2013 Certified)

Automated Narcotics Storage, Access, & Tracking

Know who is accessing each dose at what time.

Adaptable, Scalable NexsysADC™ Configurations

Complete each cabinet’s 4 tiers with a combination of:
- CAMs for controlled & high-value meds
- Divisible-open-cell medication bins for routine meds
- 3”, 6”, or 9” drawers for high-value supplies

Controlled Access Modules (CAMs)

- Controlled and high-value medications are safeguarded in CAM. Available in 3” for single doses, and deep 6” and 10” drawers (for bulk items).

Open Cell Medication Bins

Routine meds are efficiently managed in available open matrix bins.

Unique Controlled Access Modules (CAMs) protect controlled and high-value medications. Each 3” CAM holds set to 25 smaller SKUs, and deep 6” and 10” CAMs. Drawers hold up to 12 larger items; SKUs. Each cell features individual locking lids, pick-to-light, and tamper-evidence.

Clean, bright software design and intuitive user interface.

With guided-access technology, NexsysADC™ helps clinicians get the exact dose needed, automatically log the transaction and update the inventory, and proceed with what they are best at: patient care.

NexsysADC™ meets the highest standards for cyber security and HIPAA compliance (ISO 27001:2013 Certified)

Automated Narcotics Storage, Access, & Tracking

Efficient Storage For Specific Procedures & Expensive Supplies

Know who is accessing each dose at what time.

Adaptable, Scalable NexsysADC™ Configurations

Complete each cabinet’s 4 tiers with a combination of:
- CAMs for controlled & high-value meds
- Divisible-open-cell medication bins for routine meds
- 3”, 6”, or 9” drawers for high-value supplies

Controlled Access Modules (CAMs)

- Controlled and high-value medications are safeguarded in CAM. Available in 3” for single doses, and deep 6” and 10” drawers (for bulk items).

Open Cell Medication Bins

Routine meds are efficiently managed in available open matrix bins.

Unique Controlled Access Modules (CAMs) protect controlled and high-value medications. Each 3” CAM holds set to 25 smaller SKUs, and deep 6” and 10” CAMs. Drawers hold up to 12 larger items; SKUs. Each cell features individual locking lids, pick-to-light, and tamper-evidence.

Clean, bright software design and intuitive user interface.

With guided-access technology, NexsysADC™ helps clinicians get the exact dose needed, automatically log the transaction and update the inventory, and proceed with what they are best at: patient care.

NexsysADC™ meets the highest standards for cyber security and HIPAA compliance (ISO 27001:2013 Certified)
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Kirby Lester KL1 Counter

Consider how you manage your prescription-filling and your physical inventory counts, especially narcotics. Hand-counting with a tray-and-spatula or half bottle/full bottle estimations put your inventory integrity at risk. Also, hand-counting is laborious and frequently avoided.

Capsa Healthcare provides the best-selling Kirby Lester KL1 counting device. By automating the counting process with this simple device, your staff can effortlessly perform counts more frequently. As a result, your facility will benefit immediately from tighter inventory control, cost savings, and diversion deterrence.

Kirby Lester KL1 Benefits

• KL1 is trusted worldwide in retail pharmacies for its accuracy and speed
• Manual counting is 95% accurate at best
• 14.3 seconds faster (average) than hand-counting for a 90-count
• Counting speed up to 15/second
• Simple: no IT or computer networking; just plug in and count
• Durable: with regular simple cleaning the KL1 will perform flawlessly for years

Capsa Mobile Computing

Capsa Healthcare provides an extensive portfolio of mobile computer carts and point-of-care wall mounts to optimize your patient IT program.

Capsa’s mobile computing carts are simple, lightweight, and compact for crowded care settings, and accommodate laptops, tablets or all-in-one computers. Choose non-powered or powered, and a large number of convenient accessories.

Capsa’s wall-mount computing solutions are slim profile and stow away neatly when not in use. Their flexible range of motion supports close patient care.

Capsa Healthcare for inventory management opportunities

Contact Capsa Healthcare for inventory management opportunities

Info@CapsaHealthcare.com
800.437.6633

Learn more:
www.capsahealthcare.com/veterinary
Automated Narcotics Storage, Access, & Tracking

NeexsyADC®-4T

Ideal for busy veterinary clinics where tight medication controls are required, but small space, budget or formulary are also a consideration. NeexsyADC®-4T is constructed with the full security and tracking of alternative automated cabinets (ADCs) – yet at a fraction of the price. NeexsyADC®-4T is the simplest system to manage the storage of controlled and high-value medication -- individual doses or bulk items. At all times, you know inventory levels, who is accessing the cabinet, and what is dispensed for a specific patient or procedure. Your clinic will have secure medications, deter diversion, gain a fast return on investment, and stay ahead of DEA audit concerns.

Know who is accessing each dose at what time

Unique Controlled Access Modules (CAMs) protect controlled and high-value medications. Each 3” CAM holds 12 smaller SKUs, and deep 6” and 10” CAMs. Each cell features individual locking lids, pick-to-light, and tamper-evidence.

Adaptable, Scalable NeexsyADC® Configurations

Complete each cabinet’s 4 tiers with a combination of:
- CAMs for controlled & high-value meds
- Divisible/multichannel cell medication bins for routine meds
- 3”, 6”, or 9” drawers for high-value supplies

Efficient Storage For Specific Procedures & Expensive Supplies

Common Challenges

Q: Are you using a medical-grade cart for emergency response?
A: Avalo® Medical Carts

Avalo® Medical Carts

High-level care depends on easy access to the right instruments and supplies when needed. Capsa Healthcare puts everything at your fingertips with a complete line of versatile medical carts. Organize and mobilize all supplies with built-in storage capacity, security options, and durability.

Avalo® Medical Carts Benefits

- Avalo emergency response carts for fast code response. Unique breakaway locking handle with multiple access points.
- Avalo anesthesia carts include flexible drawer/drawer systems, removable drawer trays, and a choice of locking systems.
- Avalo treatment carts are versatile, maneuverable, and flexible for any procedure.
- Multiple heights & drawer configurations

Avalo® Emergency Cart
Avalo® Anesthesia Cart
Avalo® Treatment Cart

Avalo® Medical Carts Specifications

- Durable construction.
- With guided-access technology, NeexsyADC®-4T helps you get the most out of medical automated systems by the transaction and update the inventory, and proceed with what they are best at: patient care.
- NeexsyADC® meets the highest standards for cybersecurity and HIPAA compliance (ISO 27001:2013 Certified).
- Safeguard syringes, vials, dermal fillers, ampules, and doses.

Common Challenges

Q: Are your existing medical carts more than 5 years old?
A: Avalo® Medical Carts

Avalo® Medical Carts

If high-level care depends on easy access to the right instruments and supplies when needed, Capsa Healthcare puts everything at your fingertips with a complete line of versatile medical carts. Organize and mobilize all supplies with built-in storage capacity, security options, and durability.

Avalo® Medical Carts Benefits

- Avalo emergency response carts for fast code response. Unique breakaway locking handle with multiple access points.
- Avalo anesthesia carts include flexible drawer/drawer systems, removable drawer trays, and a choice of locking systems.
- Avalo treatment carts are versatile, maneuverable, and flexible for any procedure.
- Multiple heights & drawer configurations

Avalo® Emergency Cart
Avalo® Anesthesia Cart
Avalo® Treatment Cart

Avalo® Medical Carts Specifications

- Durable construction.
- With guided-access technology, NeexsyADC®-4T helps you get the most out of medical automated systems by the transaction and update the inventory, and proceed with what they are best at: patient care.
- NeexsyADC® meets the highest standards for cybersecurity and HIPAA compliance (ISO 27001:2013 Certified).
- Safeguard syringes, vials, dermal fillers, ampules, and doses.
Common Challenges

Q: Are C-II tablets/capsules hand-counted?
Q: Do you have time to conduct regular, frequent inventory counts?
Q: Is drug theft suspected, but hard to pin down?
Q: Is a laptop or tablet hand-carried between exam rooms?
Q: Do you need to transport computer, supplies, and meds at the same time?
Q: Are your wall computer arms bulky or do they interfere with patient care?
Q: Do you need a mobile telehealth solution for patient-to-outside communication?

Kirby Lester KL1 Counter
Consider how you manage your prescription-filling and your physical inventory counts, especially narcotics. Hand-counting with a tray-and-spatula or half bottle/full bottle estimations put your inventory integrity at risk. Automated counting is laborious and frequently avoided.

Capsa Healthcare provides the best-selling Kirby Lester KL1 counting device. By automating the counting process with this simple device, your staff can effortlessly perform counts more frequently. As a result, your facility will benefit immediately from tighter inventory control, cost savings, and diversion deterrence.

Kirby Lester KL1 Benefits
• KL1 is trusted worldwide in retail pharmacies for its accuracy and speed
• Manual counting is 95% accurate at best
• 14.3 seconds faster (average) than hand-counting for a 90-count
• Counting speed up to 15/second
• Simple: No IT or computer networking; just plug in and count
• Durable: With regular simple cleaning the KL1 will perform flawlessly for years

Simple, Accurate Inventory Counting

Semiautomatic counting devices are adequate, but not accurate. 

Kirby Lester KL1 Counter

Common Challenges

Q: Is a laptop or tablet hand-carried between exam rooms?
Q: Do you need to transport computer, supplies, and meds at the same time?
Q: Are your wall computer arms bulky or do they interfere with patient care?
Q: Do you need a mobile telehealth solution for patient-to-outside communication?

Capsa Healthcare provides an extensive portfolio of mobile computing carts and point-of-care wall mounts to enable any level of telehealth/telepresence to enable clinical documentation, and to optimize your health IT program.

Capsa’s mobile computing carts are simple, lightweight, and compact for crowded care settings, and accommodate laptops, tablets or all-in-one computers. Choose non-powered or powered, and a large number of convenient accessories.

Capsa’s wall-mount computing solutions are slim profile and stow away neatly when not in use. Their flexible range of motion supports close patient care.

Contact Capsa Healthcare for solutions to manage medications, supplies, and EHR/EMR.

Mobile and Bedside Documentation Workstations

SlimCart™ Documentation Cart

Kidney Cart® Documentation Cart

AX Series Wall Arm

Contact Capsa Healthcare for solutions to manage medications, supplies, and EHR/EMR.

Info@CapsaHealthcare.com
800.437.6633
Learn more: CapsaHealthcare.com/surgery-centers/